VoxPro PC Control Panel Parts

The parts listed below are available directly from:

JL Cooper Electronics,
142 Arena Street
Street, El Segundo, CA 90245
tel. 310-322-9990.

RC-500 Control Panel
_The RC-500 control panel has a jog-wheel on the far right side, and three sets of scrub keys in the center (fast forward/reverse, normal forward/reverse, slow forward/reverse)._

Button Parts

Function: Hotkeys, GotoLeft, GotoRight, Cut, Copy, Paste, Play Sel
Function: Zoom (2.01 & 2.03), Edit/Master (2.02)
Description: square black button with center indent
Cap part: 510534
Switch part: 510533

Function: Deselect, Control, Option, Shift
Description: small black rectangular cap
Cap part: 510505
Switch part: 510533

Function: all remaining buttons
Description: large gray rectangular cap
Cap part: 510329 (specify silkscreen pattern/color or plain)
Switch part: 510330

Other Parts

Function: 80-character LCD
Part: 240304

Function: jog wheel
Part: 250115

Function: record, insert-record LED
Part: 240022
RC-400 Control Panel
The RC-400 control panel has a jog-wheel/shuttle-ring combination center right, and only one set of scrub keys (fast forward and fast rewind).

Button Parts
Function: Hotkeys, Zoom
Description: square black button with center indent
Cap part: 510534
Switch part: 510533

Function: Clear Sel, Control, Option, Shift, Cut, Copy, Paste, Play Sel
Description: small black rectangular cap
Cap part: 510505
Switch part: 510533

Function: all remaining buttons
Description: large gray rectangular cap
Cap part: 510329 (specify silkscreen pattern or plain)
Switch part: 510330

Other Parts
Function: 80-character LCD
Part: 240304

Function: jog wheel
Part: 250115

Function: shuttle ring
Part: 250127-1

Function: shuttle LED (triangular)
Part: 240029

Function: record, insert-record LED
Part: 240022